GOODWILL® HALLOWEEN
LOOK BOOK
#goodwillhalloween

HALLOWEEN COMES ALIVE AT GOODWILL!
GOODWILL®
HALLOWEEN
COSTUME
MATCH UP

Birth Month
Jan: Creepy
Feb: Mysterious
Mar: Perfectly Peculiar
Apr: Fierce
May: Shabby Chic
Jun: Kooky
July: Mutant
Aug: Ghastly
Sep: Zombie
Oct: Spooky
Nov: Eccentric
Dec: Punny

Birth Date
1. Scientist
2. Dentist
3. Butler
4. Aunt/Uncle
5. Severed hand
6. Fashionista
7. Mermaid/Merman
8. Cowgirl/Cowboy
9. Diva
10. Clown
11. Gamer
12. Nanny
13. Artist
14. Insect
15. Octopus
16. Devil
17. Angel
18. Frankenstein
19. Vampire
20. Grandparent
21. Witch
22. Princess/Prince
23. Pirate
24. Fairy
25. Skeleton
26. Dragon
27. Unicorn
28. Wildcat
29. Warrior
30. Superhero
31. Ninja

#goodwillhalloween
ADDAMS FAMILY

- Shabby chic clothing
- Faux fur
- Collared Shirts
- Peculiar accessories
- Eccentric friends
HUNGRY FOR HALLOWEEN

- White dress
- Black outfits
- Angel, witch & devil accessories
- Hunger for food puns
YELLOW BRICK ROAD

- Metallic clothing
- Faux fur
- Blue and white dress
- Red shoes
- Ball gown
CHIM CHIMINEY

- Blouse
- Skirt
- Suit vest
- Fascinator or hat
- ✅ Spoonful of sugar
TINK & COMPANY

- Green outfit
- Blue dress
- Sparkles
- Fairy, animal & pirate accessories
- ✔ Fairy dust
LITTLE RED

- Red outfit and cape
- Faux fur
- Night gown
GLASS SLIPPER

- Princess dresses
- Formal attire
- Chic shoes
- Fairytale besties

The Humane Society of the United States
MIRROR MIRROR

- Blue dress
- Red ribbon
- Sheer curtains for sleeves
YOU’VE GOT A FRIEND IN US

- Denim
- Vests
- Collared Shirts
- Fairy tale dress
WORLD OF WEST

- Denim
- Vests
- Western dresses
- Collared shirts
- ✔ Dust in your boots

*Costumes courtesy of Goodwill of the Olympics and Rainier Region (Tacoma, WA)
DALERIVER

- Basically anything goes
- Skirts
- Jeans
- Flannel
- High school drama

*Costumes courtesy of Goodwill of the Olympics and Rainier Region (Tacoma, WA)*
WEIRDER STUFF

- Trucker hat
- Dress
- Tube socks
- Twinkle lights
- Floral fabric
- Phone
BURGER FAM

- Apron
- Made-to-order accessories
- ⚫ Group of friends/family

[Image of group of people dressed in burger-themed outfits]
TEATIME IN WONDERLAND

- Blue dress
- White tights
- Plaid jacket
- Big top hat
- White dress
- Bunny ears
THE BRUNCH CLUB

- Sunglasses and denim
- Athletic apparel
- Pink shirt
- White sneaker
- Black outfit
- Plenty of attitude

goodwill
IF THE CROWN FITS

- Dress
- Crown
- Royal accessories
- Leadership skills

*Costume courtesy of Goodwill of the Olympics and Rainier Region (Tacoma, WA)*
HAPPY TREES

- Chambray Shirt
- Jeans
- Vintage painting
- Art supplies
- ✅ A passion for painting trees

*Costumes courtesy of Goodwill of the Olympics and Rainier Region (Tacoma, WA)*
MY DEEREST

- Faux fur vests
- Warm boots
- Layered skirts
- Deer accessories

*Costumes courtesy of Goodwill of the Olympics and Rainier Region (Tacoma, WA)*
AHoy MATEYS

- White shirt
- Vest
- Pants
- Boots
- Scarf/hat

*Pet costume courtesy of Goodwill of the Olympics and Rainier Region (Tacoma, WA)*
LET'S GET WITCHY!

Hat
Dress
Broom
DIY spell book
GIRL POWER

- Red shirt
- Blue skirt
- Gold belt
- Gold fabric for accessories
Proud Warriors

- Leather boots
- Turtleneck
- Vest
- Black clothes
- Heart of a warrior

Goodwill
SPACE REBELS

- Vest
- Cape
- Boots
- Faux fur
- Heart of resistance

THE HUMANE SOCIETY OF THE UNITED STATES
RING LEADER

- Structured jacket
- Ruffled shirt
- Hat and boots
- Cane
- Love of the spotlight
ZOMBIE APOCALYPSE

- Distressed clothing
- Goggles
- Gear bag
- Survival skills
STEAMPUNK

- Gears
- Goggles
- Leather and lace
- ✔ Victorian flair
BLOODTHIRSTY

- Dark clothes
- Fangs
- Fake blood
- Dislike of garlic
Purrfect Style

- Animal print clothing
- Faux fur
- Pants
- Cat ears
COBRA KID

- Karate gi
- White and black outfits
- Yellow tape
- Wise mentor
MAGICAL CREATURES

DRAGON:
- Green outfit
- Slay or be slain

UNICORN:
- White clothes
- Unicorn horn
- Rainbow accessories
BUGGING OUT

- Bright-colored/patterned dress
- Bright fabric for wings
- Flights of fancy

THE HUMANE SOCIETY OF THE UNITED STATES

goodwill
8-BIT HEROES

- Overalls
- Red and green shirts and hats
- Pink dress
- Crown
GHOST WITH THE MOST

- Striped suit
- Black dress
- Dark sense of humor
'80s BREAK DANCER

- Windbreaker/jacket
- Bucket hat
- Boom box
- Fresh moves

*Pet costume courtesy of Goodwill of the Olympics and Rainier Region (Tacoma, WA)
ROARING ‘20s

- Fringed dress
- Dancing shoes
- Feather headdress
- Pearls
PINEAPPLE

- Yellow dress
- Green feather boa
- Tropical accessories
PEANUT BUTTER & SO JELLY

- Color-coordinated outfits
- Cardboard for bread
- A taste for style
BARE BONES

- Hat
- Shirt
- DIY pants
- DIY shoes
- ✔️ Humerus attitude

THE HUMANE SOCIETY OF THE UNITED STATES
YOUNG MACDONALD

- Plaid shirt
- Overalls
- A moo-moo here
- A moo-moo there

*Costume courtesy of Goodwill of the Olympics and Rainier Region (Tacoma, WA)*
SUMMER LOVIN'

- Leather jackets
- Dark pants
- Love of fast cars

*Costumes courtesy of Goodwill of the Olympics and Rainier Region (Tacoma, WA)*
MAD SCIENTIST

- White jacket
- Rubber gloves
- Glasses
- ✔ Crazed passion for science

*Costume courtesy of Goodwill of the Olympics and Rainier Region (Tacoma, WA)*
DON'T BE A Dummy

VENTRILLOQUIST:
- White shirt
- Bow tie
- Suspenders

PUPPET:
- Lace dress
- Makeup

*Costumes courtesy of Goodwill of the Olympics and Rainier Region (Tacoma, WA)*
WHAT'S YOUR SIGN?

- Flowy dress/skirt
- Accessories to match your sign

*Costumes courtesy of Goodwill of the Olympics and Rainier Region (Tacoma, WA)*
MAD LOVE

VILLIAN:
- Colorful suit
- Killer smile

FEMME FATALE:
- Black/red/white outfit
- Personality to die for
SHARK ATTACK

- Bathing suit
- Beach accessories
- Fabric for shark
- Life-saving swimming skills
TOURISTS

- Loud patterned shirt
- Fanny pack
- Sunglasses

*Costume courtesy of Goodwill of the Olympics and Rainier Region (Tacoma, WA)
SECRET AGENT

- Dark suit
- Sunglasses
- Badge
NERD

- Short-sleeve, button-down shirt
- High-waisted pants
- Thick glasses
- Suspenders
- Books
- CEO potential
Visit goodwill.org/halloween for more inspiration.